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FA C T S H E E T

THE $2 TRILLION SUCCESS STORY:
ENERGY EFFICIENCY STANDARDS
Ever since President Ronald Reagan established an efficiency standards program under the
aegis of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in 1987, national energy efficiency standards
for appliances and equipment have saved American homes and businesses nearly $2 trillion
on utility bills. It’s impossible to know just from looking at appliances and equipment whether
they are energy hogs, and standards help ensure a minimum level of efficiency. They also cut
energy waste, create jobs, encourage innovation, help U.S. manufacturers remain competitive,
and reduce pollution. Energy efficiency standards are among the nation’s most successful
energy policies and have earned well-deserved bipartisan support. They also are required by
law to be established and updated on a regular basis.
THREATS

In spite of the many benefits, efficiency standards face unprecedented threats. President Trump’s January 30, 2017, executive
order1 states that for every new standard or regulation a federal agency establishes to defend our families, workers, and
communities from harm, at least two existing regulations must be scrapped, regardless of the benefits they provide. The order
jeopardizes the decades-old efficiency standards program by arbitrarily limiting opportunities for significant energy savings.
As of February 2019, the Trump DOE had missed 16 legal deadlines for reviewing and updating standards, which means
consumers and the environment are losing out on the financial and climate benefits of improved standards for products like
clothes washers, clothes dryers, and refrigerators and freezers.
The Trump administration in February 2019 also proposed rolling back standards for the light bulbs used in 2.7 billion U.S.
sockets and changing the agency’s own standards-setting process, making it more difficult to establish strong and effective
standards. Meanwhile, it has refused to publish standards for portable air conditioners, uninterruptible power supplies, air
compressors, and commercial packaged boilers completed during the end of the Obama administration.

CONSUMERS SAVE BIG

Just about every household, business, and industry in America has benefited from energy efficiency standards. They set
minimum energy performance levels for more than 60 products ranging from residential refrigerators and hot water heaters
to commercial and industrial equipment like boilers and motors. A typical U.S. household saves about $500 on energy bills
every year thanks to efficiency standards.2
One of the reasons the DOE efficiency standards program works so well is that standards are required to be cost-effective for
consumers. Each standard must result in a cost savings above and beyond the product cost over its lifetime. An LED lightbulb,
for example, pays for itself through lower energy bills in about a year (and produces dividends throughout its lifetime,
which can be 25 years). Many products meet standards without costing consumers a penny more upfront. A study of nine
appliance standards found that retail prices actually decreased by $12 on average, even when the DOE anticipated small price
increases.3
Polls repeatedly show that the majority of Americans support energy efficiency.4,5 In a 2016 postelection survey, 76 percent of
Trump supporters said they back policies that require manufacturers to make appliances more energy efficient.6
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The savings reach all segments of the economy, including low-income households. These households are more likely to be
renters and are often responsible for paying utility bills even though they have little control over the appliances installed in
their homes. Efficiency standards guarantee that when a landlord replaces an ancient fridge or washing machine, the new
model will save tenants money. As low-income families often spend a larger percentage of their income on energy bills than
other consumers do—three times as much as higher-income families—these savings provide important relief.7

MANUFACTURERS INNOVATE AND STAY COMPETITIVE

Many standards are developed by the DOE in conjunction with manufacturers, who recognize the benefits they can reap from
meeting national standards. Manufacturers much prefer a single federal standard to a patchwork of requirements that vary
by state. American manufacturers also appreciate that since the standards apply to all products regardless of where they’re
made, they won’t be undercut by foreign competitors selling cheap, inferior products. The DOE’s standards enforcement
division ensures that noncompliant products stay out of the U.S. market, protecting manufacturers and consumers.
Efficiency standards have spurred tremendous innovation in manufacturing because they’re technology-neutral.
Manufacturers can meet standards through whatever innovative means they prefer. The result is better products for
consumers. Today’s typical new refrigerator uses one-quarter of the energy a typical fridge did in 1973, while offering
20 percent more storage capacity and selling at half the retail cost. Since 1990, thanks to standards, new clothes washers
use 70 percent less energy; new dishwashers, 40 percent less; and new air conditioners, 50 percent less.8

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF JOBS FOR AMERICAN WORKERS

Efficiency standards are and will continue to be important job creators in every state. Standards generated about 340,000
jobs by the end of 2010 and could create approximately 100,000 more by 2030, according to one analysis.9 The 2017 U.S.
Energy and Employment Report shows there are more than 2.2 million U.S. jobs in the energy efficiency sector.10 These
include manufacturing energy-efficient appliances, as well as jobs in HVAC, lighting, installation, and engineering. And jobs
that require workers in America to install and service energy-efficient appliances and equipment cannot be outsourced. One
example of a manufacturer that has greatly benefited from standards is Cree Inc., one of the top-selling brands of LED lighting
products. Cree employs more than 3,000 people in its North Carolina and Wisconsin plants and offices. The national efficiency
standards have helped the company’s LED lightbulbs become very competitive in the marketplace.

BROAD HEALTH AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS

By reducing the need for electricity, energy efficiency standards help cut carbon pollution from power plants (3 billion tons
of avoided emissions since the standards program began).11 They also reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide,
and mercury—pollutants that can worsen asthma and allergy symptoms, affect the nervous system, increase the risk of heart
attacks, and lead to premature deaths.12 Cutting power plant pollution provides major health and environmental benefits for
millions of Americans.
There’s a broader economic benefit to reducing electricity use as well. Smarter energy use by consumers means utilities do not
need to build as many costly power plants or install additional infrastructure like poles and transmission wires. These costs
are typically passed on to consumers in the form of higher electricity rates.
Federal energy efficiency standards have a strong track record of success. They have been quietly saving billions of
dollars every year for millions of Americans, creating jobs, providing a boost for U.S. manufacturers, and reducing air and
climatechanging pollution. With continued bipartisan support, energy efficiency standards can provide benefits for decades
to come.
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